
50 Routes In The Valais - Explore the Beautiful
Swiss Alps
When it comes to breathtaking scenery and dramatic landscapes, few places can
compare to the Valais region of Switzerland. Nestled in the heart of the Swiss
Alps, this enchanting region boasts 50 stunning routes that showcase the
unparalleled beauty of nature. Whether you are an avid hiker, a nature lover, or
simply looking for a memorable adventure, the Valais has something to offer for
everyone.

1. Zermatt - Gornergrat: This iconic route takes you from the picturesque town of
Zermatt to the summit of Gornergrat. Along the way, you will be treated to
stunning views of the mighty Matterhorn and the surrounding glacier-covered
peaks.

2. Saas-Fee - Britanniahütte: For those seeking a more challenging hike, this
route offers breathtaking panoramas of the Monte Rosa massif. The trail takes
you to the Britanniahütte, a mountain hut perched at 3,030 meters above sea
level.
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3. Aletsch Glacier Panorama Trail: As the longest glacier in the Alps, exploring the
Aletsch Glacier is an experience like no other. This trail provides various
viewpoints along the way, allowing you to fully appreciate the grandeur of this
natural wonder.

4. The Bisse du Ro: This historic irrigation channel path winds its way through
lush meadows and charming villages, offering a gentle walk with stunning views
of the surrounding mountains. The route is particularly beautiful during the spring,
when wildflowers color the landscape.

5. Lötschental Panorama Trail: Immerse yourself in the beauty of the Lötschental
Valley with this panoramic trail. As you hike along the ridge, you will be rewarded
with breathtaking views of the surrounding peaks and the charming villages
below.

6. Lac Bleu - Lac de Moiry: This hike takes you on a journey through the
enchanting Vallon de Réchy. You will pass by crystal-clear alpine lakes, winding
streams, and cascading waterfalls, all while being surrounded by majestic
mountain peaks.

7. Bisse de Savièse - Miège: This delightful trail follows the historical Bisse de
Savièse, a traditional irrigation channel that has been providing water to the
region for centuries. Along the way, you can enjoy sweeping views of the Rhône
Valley and the surrounding vineyards.

8. Nendaz - Cleuson Dam: This trail leads you to the impressive Cleuson Dam,
one of the largest dams in Switzerland. The hike offers stunning views of the Val
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de Nendaz and the surrounding peaks, making it a favorite among avid
photographers.

9. Leukerbad - Torrenthorn: As you hike to the summit of Torrenthorn, you will be
treated to panoramic views of the Rhône Valley, the Bernese Alps, and the
surrounding mountain ranges. This challenging route rewards you with
unforgettable vistas.

10. Monte Brè - Bellinzona: This multi-day hike takes you from the picturesque
village of Monte Brè to the historical city of Bellinzona. Along the way, you will
pass by idyllic vineyards, charming villages, and breathtaking viewpoints.

These are just a few examples of the incredible routes that await you in the Valais
region. Each trail offers a unique experience, allowing you to immerse yourself in
the awe-inspiring beauty of the Swiss Alps. Whether you choose a challenging
hike or a leisurely stroll, you are guaranteed to be captivated by the stunning
landscapes and picturesque villages that make the Valais a true paradise for
outdoor enthusiasts.

So, what are you waiting for? Pack your hiking boots, grab your camera, and
embark on an unforgettable adventure through the 50 routes in the Valais. Your
senses will be awakened, and your spirit rejuvenated as you explore the wonders
of this magnificent region.



Alt Attribute: Panoramic view of the Valais mountains covered in snow.
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Guidebook describing 50 varied walks in the Valais region in the heart of the
Swiss Alps. The graded day walks based around the popular resort towns of
Zermatt and Saas-Fee explore the Mattertal and Saastal valleys and the
surrounding mountains. Ranging from 4 to 18km, the easily accessible routes
make use of the area's extensive network of well-made mountain paths and its lift
system. There are walks here to suit all tastes, from low-level lake walks or easy
strolls up to mountain restaurants, through to serious mountain outings on steep
and rocky trails. Distance, walking time and difficulty are shown for each route,
and the detailed route description is accompanied by clear mapping.

Dominated by 4000m the giants, the Matterhorn and Monte Rosa, this is a land of
contrasts, with snow-capped mountains and glaciers above and meadows and
vineyards fringing the valleys below. Good transport infrastructure and plentiful
accommodation make it a superb area for a walking holiday.
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